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Abstract - Reverse Engineering – EMC Equipment 
Qualification Pitfalls 

Reverse engineering is used throughout the electronics industry as a means to maintain 
form, fit and function compatibility for updated equipment used in I&C systems 
throughout Nuclear power generation facilities. Understanding the EMC design presents 
a complex problem as part of the reverse engineering process - how did the original 
design attain compatibility. Design documentation may provide EMC control 
components but seldom defines structural details contributing to control, so the reverse 
engineer lacks adequate information. This presentation explores the EMC design 
process and the major effects of seemingly benign attributes from component selection, 
circuit board and wiring layout and EMC control attained by design and incidental 
(parasitic) elements. The presentation goal is to provide a basic introduction on 
Electromagnetic Compatibility design techniques that need consideration as an integral 
part of reverse engineering. 

 
 


